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OVERVIEW

This publication was developed originally as a paper for
presentation al the Michigan State University Conference on Non-
ormal Education held in East Lansing. Michigan, April 24-26,
1974. Comments; observations and information received from In-
dividuals eit the Conference, as well as from others who subse-
quently read the paper, have' lead to this revised version.

This Bulletin contains selective digests of not readily available
published ami unpublished documents. research reports, sum-
maries, descriptive articles. conference reports, international
surveys and observer or participant reports on the use of com-
munication media and technology in non-formal educational pro-
jects around the world. Specific instances are cited in. which
media and technology are being-used in these projects, along with
background information On each of these efforts with particular
emphasis being given to projects in the less-developed regipns of
the world.

The purpose of this publication is to review the role com-
munication media and technology have played in the area of non-
formal education, to bring interesting projects and approaches to
the attention of others working in this iirea. end to identify les-
sons learned from their use which might serve as tentative
guidelines fur future dev,elopment.

In the first section of the publication emplut.,.- has been placed
un the. need for a non-formal approach to achication and the im-
plications such an approach holds for inter-- rt..onal development
programs seeking to circumvent the lack of formal se oohing
which often binds individuals into lives of poverty. And while
emphasizing non-formal approaches to education, .broadly defined.
serious consideration also is given to the need for combining and
integrating learning opporiunities in generalbe they non-formed.
formal or informal in approach.

A definition of terms fur each of these approaches has been
provided in the second section, followed by a review of the
different types of media and technology which have been used or
currently are in use in non-formal program's. The technology
reviewed include television, radio, traditional folk media, games
and simulation techniques, audio cassettes, programmed instruc-.
tion and 'multi-media approaches.



This review has been arranged according to specific media in
order to highlight as particular set of approaches to non-formal
education which by and laege .have receivedlimited consideration
in the current writings and efforts focusing on the development of
nun - formal education programs. The organization of the review in
this manner in no way suggests that technology, in and of itself,
is being advanced as a panacea for the solution to educational
development problems.

Quite the contrary, the experiences herein reviewed indicate
that any program which starts with a medium or technology that
someone is anxious to use, rather than with a problem to he
solved, is doomed to limited success at best. Media and
technology may well have a role to play when considering
alternative programs but they should not be the overriding
concern. Rather than advocating the use of technology for its own
sake, the' specific: instances of media are cited tb call attention to
the precblem-identification process which must precede their use.

Some sixty countries are cited as having had relevant ex-
periences with the use of the media and technology to provide
varying types of learning opportunities and information to their
people. Some of these efforts have been successful in terms of
fulfilling stated objectives: others have not. Each provides.
however. valuable insights into the process of planning for the
use of media and technology in nun -formal education.

There undoubtedly are a good many examples of the use of
media and technology in non-formal education programs which
have not been included in this overview. The limited number of
published documents on the subject make it necessary. to rely
heavily on word-of-mouth or observer reports on projects, and
many good projects did not reach our attention at all.

The projects and experiences reviewed, therefore, are
trative rather than definitive. For this reason the paper in some
instances .actually outlines more of what still needs to be learned
allow the' use of media and technology for non-formal education
than what has been learned. Nonetheless, a number of intriguing
approaches are presented which have been used in many settings
around the world to help provide specific kinds of educational ex-
periences to varying types of individuals.

'the' tentative guidelines provided in the concluding section of the
publication are presented as a point of reference for the reader.
Any evidence either lending support to these guidelines, refuting
them, or restating and 'clarifying the substance of this paper
would be avpreciated by the writer and the Information Center
on Instructional Technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION: WHY NON-FORMAL EDUCATION?

Educational planners around the hvorld are well aware that
learning does not take place only' in the confines of a classroom.
It also is well understood that a country's formal schooling
system of primary, secondarN and higher education can only
partially service the arying needs for human resources
development.

The development of human resources involves something that is
far more basic than the t omentional. eicadeniii: and scientific
bitch of knowledge and technical subject matter taught in schools.
This "something Beyond" has been idescribed by some as im-
proving the "quality of life." President Nyerere of Tanzania in
1967 called it an "education for self-reliance," which implies a
complete. reappraisal of the purposes of the school and attempts
to make edto become part of the ongoing development of a
community.

Included in this view of education are a variety of human
learning needs, such as the acquisition of occupational and
household skills. the assimilation and successful utilization of in-
formation on nutrition, sanitation, maternal child health care,
family planning, small farm management. housing improvement.
the cultivation -of vegetables and fruits on family plots of land,
and basic everyday consumer economics. It also includes the
formation of new attitudes, values and aspirations and the build-
ing of an informed. active citizenry where each member is
concerned with his own individual well being, that of his
neighbors and of his environment. This view of education and
learning is focused :tn human firings; its intention is to help an
individual find ways of articulating his needs and those of his
community, mobilizing resources to meet these needs, and taking
command of his own destiny for self-realization, it is a type of
learning that is not imposed by outside forces, but is sought and
developed by the learners themselves.

This type of education is distinguished best by the role it
plays. and not by its structure. Namely, it serves both young
people and adults, literates and illiterates; it is closely related to
local needs, and it is neither time-hound nor place-bound. That
is, it need not take place in school buildings, nor follow a
national curricula, nor require specified, rigid lengths of time to
complete nor have as its purpose the earning of a degree or title.
Rather, it is lifelong. It is education in a broad sense, regardless
of where, when, or how the learning occurs.
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More import ant 1 this type of education stresses t he
development of !raining opportunities of all types for the masses
at people in the traditional and intermediate' work sectors, ither
than the lopsided emphasis on high-level manpower devtlopment
for the industrialized sector. it relates to rt new set of
devekipment imperatives which flarbison.1 Miller= and others
concerned with the quality of life in developing countries refer to
as part of the "dethroning of GNP" as the sole and all-en-
conivassing of national development,

This tuq% notion of development recognizes that human welfare
is not necessarily enhanced simply by increased cash flows to a
country or greater success of a country in the international
marketplace. Its aun is to create,possibilities for people to live in
more satisfying environments whatever their ways of life.

The audience to btu served by this type of learning opportunity
to this development point of vitae is the maturity of the world's
population %,hich either lives a marginal rural existence in a
vicious cycle of agricultural work of low productivity or which
barely sure Ives in can' ...rd shanties, on the fringes of a large,
crodeil urban inet McAnany.' in a recent review of
r,itiis rob. in rural o. .:Jopment. aptly describes the situation:

',otter from pow nutrition and health. lack of (basic,
,114, t liodidge till a passit ON and fatalism... to make then-life
nittl c 'it tie' MuS t ant ...t his to change and for these
mulleins tit tie trtrte tit'ills become more productive, eat better.
:pa a fhist. di 1,1o, pit oho e fewer children, have better health. SOME'

jimrnt s I I gi this litany of good wishes that people should also

thii tit 'Pah Ili ttir rt« n development. have control over their lives,
inamidie of their own trultural identity. and still share in the
other hyritftt., cif tittotkrts lilt'. Hat test fit amy countries seem to know
how ali iti,, is to to. done

Certainly the formal school system should be part of the
solution for alleviating, these conditions, but the task much
larger and requires much more than a single Ministry of
Education traditionally has been called upon to do within the
confines of the school. It requires inter-ministerial, inter-agency
cooperatiOn in health, agriculture.'nutrititm and education with
integrated programs and projects which are directly linked to the
milieu and lifestyle of the people most in need of opportunities.
Thus, it requires that particular attention he given to the
interrelationship between the format, non - format and informal
systems for transmitting knowledge in a society. Each system
offers a partial solution to the problem, and in combination may
represent the integrated approach needed for a more en-

compassing solution.



A. Definition of Terms: What Is the Difference Between Forum:,
tiettPornwl and itsifertial Education?

As herein flekined, formal educatron refers to -the hierarchically
.structured. chronologically graded 'educational system; running

firitnary school through the university and including, in ad-
.. '7. ' .1

eneraf ocademic studies, a variety of specialized

&

, .00rfiran.untLit-anil.,.institutions for full-time technical and proles-
t4: "

Infornuil educotictri refers to "the truly lifelong process whereby
every individual acquires attitudes, values. skills and kniwiedge
from daily experiet* and the educative influences and resources
in his or her environmentfrom family and neighbors, from work
and play. from the mhketplace. the library and the mass media."c
The label "informal" collies from the fact that this type of learn-
'ing process. as a rule, is relatively unorganized and unsystematic.
Nonetheless, it accounts for a very large amount of the practical
learning that any individual acquires in a lifetime.

Through inforni.1t dui::ifoin. for eample. a child acquires a substan-
tial %,,c,alit,1.11.N.,11 %'m. before going tit tit hIlf11, .1 daughter learns child
care anti Looking trc s tiviiiing and iihsering her mother, a son picks up
ficLuptitiondl skulls from his father and children and adolescents learn
trans their peers.- .

Learning in this way often is accomplished through "learning-
by-doing, being instructed or inspired_ by others to 'perform
specific tasks, through association with peers and fellow workers,
or simply by participating in a working environment or in the af-
fairs of community life."'

Non-Formal education, as defined by tirandstail." Coombs,`(
Schramm."' Rowers" and others is any organized activity, outside
the established framework of the formal school and university
system. which aims to communicate specific ideas, knowledge,
skills, attitudes and practicct.; in response to a predetermined
need..

Non-formal education fOcuses on the improvement of social and
personal living, and occupational capabilities. It is important
because of the immediate and prtictical utility of the learning it
produces. It encompasses the full range of learning activities
earlier identifie.1 in the introduction of this paper, and it is of
value only to 'tic: degree it can help an individual - young or old,
male or fem& > - make practical changes in himself, his daily life
and his environment in accord with his own goals and wibhes.
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Non formal, education is more oriented toward helping an in-
dividual sill%e than to absorb a particular curriculum
content. It is strongly identified with specific locally felt needs,
local culture and local ways of expression. Instruction is carried
out in a oopevation %%th many kinds of teachers, e.g.. worLt'rs,
health educators. community development assistants, or
agricultural supervisors who mai,) use a range of communication
media, which hate included posters, games, puppets, flashcards,
charts. liSi)ifiS. 4'1%110)0s. CiffIlit: hooks, newspapers, books, audio
tapes, %ideo tapes, slides. film. filmstrips, radio and television.

No11.14011,11 education can take place on the nth, with families
in a home, in discussion groups under a tree. in community
t:nivrs, c hurches. temple's or clino.s. ft need not necessarily be

linked tcc th- formal school systert, but may he under the HUN-
es of i wide range of governmental and non-governmental,

pi !vale and public agencies*

Quite sunpIN defined. then. non-formal education is "an attempt
to but% the within that persons lacking formal schooling must
ha (qui. ht. ,,entenced to an existence of pmerty, misery and

B. The Building of Learning Systems

Crucial to the understanding of these concepts - formal, non-
formal and informal is the idea of "learning systems." In each
type of learning environment are to he found mutually reinforcing
and complementary elements which integrate to form a country's

educati,:nal system. in the effort 10 improve services to
benefit both pad] and urban poor people! planned collaboration
fuming the various ed (It. ati(m, health. agricUltural and labor agen-
cies and ministries is needed, and a way; must be found which
minimizes bureaucratic obstacles for interdisciplinary
cooperation.

As recentk voiced by Harbison." any good assessment of a
country's learning systems includes the' examination of all
available or potential learning services in combination, be they
formal. non-formal or informal.

The goal is not to forego completely the formal school system
but to examine' those functions it has been called upon to perform
in the past to determine which of those functions can today most
practically and effectively he developed in other settings or be
maintained ;and strengthened in the present system. It involves a
reallocation of educational functions.
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Each setting has strategic functions to perform and one
particular setting shotilil not be expected to pernirtn all functions.
Each setting should be developed with the most appropriate mix
of serviiTs and programs, which are directly linked to the overall
development of -a nation.

While the focus of ths paper is son non-formal education
programs and their use of media and technology, this should! not
he the only preoccupation of those ssishing to effect change in the'
vast pockets of rural and urban poverty around the world.
Instead, serious consideration should be given to the strengthen-
ing And development of learning systems jn general, combining
and integrating formal, non-formal and informal approaches.

By concentrating first. however, on the learning opportunities
provided by the non-formed setting, we can begin to define more
sharply the essential functions and comparative advantages of the
formal school sine:lure, and thus pave the way for reallocation of
functions and integrated learning systems.

C. Why Use Media and Technology.?

For many years some people have been prophesying that coin-
muncatom, technology, and media would shortly transforth the
schools. Yet, around the. world, schoals helve withstood with little
difficulty the determined efforts of introducing change through
media and educational ti!chnology. Thus, there are good reasons
for continuing to ht keptical about fhe use of communication
media and education's; technology in the formal school system;
but in the area of non-formal education, as this paper will in-
dicate, there is much more reason to be hopeful about the role
media and technology can play.

Because of its flexibility. nun - formal education has considerable
potential for innovation in the learning process, and particularly
so when it comes to the use of communication media and
educational technology. Taken as a whole, non - formal education
has an enormous capacity to use an infinite variety of .media.

in a broad look at communicaticn media. Peter Goldmark in the
New Rural Societr has cautioned that whatever one may feel
about the suitability of communication media and technology to
bring about social change. it seems clear that they have
demonstrated their usefulness in national development. What is
more, nations are becoming more aware that development re-
quires popular participation, which the media can stimulate. The
pressure of time. popu1ations with obstacles of geography.
shortage of trained people and limited economic resources all re-
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quire bolder strategies than those which rely primarily on the
formal school structure and traditional instructional approaches.

The question should no longer be one of whether technology
and media ore useful to non-formal education, or for that matter.
to learning systems. in general, but rather hosv $o use thPfn effec-
titeiy at a reasonable cost. We can examine various com-
munication media, ranging from indigenous folk media such as
puppets and songs: simple. low-cost technologies involving the
printed word. posters, the use of games, audio cassettes, films,
filmstrips. slides; videotaping; radio; to the bigger techoologies of
television and satellites.

As reported by Schramm in Big Mcdo, tattle Atolat..!!'
evidence on the use of media both in and outside of the formal
school system indicates that people can learn from any medium,
and variations in learning are as likely to.be dependent on how a
medium is used as on which medium is used. Indeed, students
usually learn as much from a communication medium used for
instruction as from classroom teaching. What is more. there is ao
general learning superiority for high-cast media, such as
telPViSiOn and ,:omputers, over low-cost media, such as radio,
films and audio cassettes. And there is...ao subject matter or
content area ,which conununicution meth(' used as educational
technology cannot effectively teach.

The term educational technology, as herein used, reflects more
recent thinking on the use of communication media as part of a
systems approach to the teaching/learning process and a more
scientific and methodological approach to the solution of
educational problems. When rigerring to educational technology,
therefore. the discussion will not he 'limited to "hardware'and
specific communication media, but will also look at the process of
communication and how various media work most effectively to
accomplish predetermined educational objectives.

Thus defined, educational technology includes not only the
various communication media, ranging from chalk and
blackboards to printed materials, film projectors, radio and
television equipment, computers and satellites, but also the
methods for organizing and utilizing these- media as elements of
an integrated teaching/learning system. This definition of
technology also includes the frequently neglected techniques for
creating appropriate content to be used with the media. Only by
viewing communication media within this expanded concept of
educational technology, and in the context of specific instances in
which media will be used, does it become possible to make sound
decisions on which media to use, if any.



IL A SELECTED REVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY IN NON-FORMAL
EDUCATION

When one looks at the area of non-formal education and the' use
of communication media and technology, one is looking at an area
where much has taken place but on which relatively little has
been published.

Research is sparse in this area. Nut everything has been tested
the way it should lie. Cost-effectiveness studies are few, which is
regrettable because the variety of the media used in non-formal
education permits ample possibilities for media ':omparison. I -lard
evidence from the field is in short supply, It has been reported
that less than one' per cent ut all the published documents on
men-forertal education-are accompanied by hard data.'' This may
be attributable to the fact that non-formal education has been
inure of somethireg to be done, than to be studied: also, it is too
recent Ti priority subject to have attracted large amounts of
research money from agent ies concerned with economic and
social deelopment.

Most of the emphasis in media, research has been placed on the
more costly and glamorous....media such as television.

As an' example. there is the El Salvador Educational Reform
program, which used television as'a catalyst for change in grade's
7-9 and was the subject of an extensive evaluation undertaken by
the Institute for Communication Research at Stanford
Ilniversity.18 There also is the Comstock and Maccoby studies on
Colombia's use of television for primary education in which the,
United States Peace Corps collaborated). And more recently,
there is the Mayo, McAnany and Klees research on Mexico's
"telesecundaria." a seven-year-old project using television to
provide secondary school to students (grades 7-9) who. because
of their distance from regular school and various other socio-
economic factors. would normally not he able to -continue their
education beyond primary level.z"

"Radio Sutatenza" in Colombia. on the other hand. which is
often cited as one of the largest and hest known of the rural non-
formal education projects, has had almost no quantitative
research in its 25 year history. The same situation holds true for
the null° -animateur- projects in French-speaking Africa which
have been so important but have lacked research components,21

This paper, therefore, indicates more about what still needs to,
be learned regarding communication media and technology in



mu.-feamal education than about what has been learned.
Nonetheless, tentative guidelines do emerge. particularly from the
research on development campaigns in the areas of health,
agriculture and family planning. as well as from the use of media
in formal education protects.

A. Where and How Media and Technology Have Been Used

Non-tormal education incorporating varied types of .com-
munication media for instruction has been going on since the
early 1930's in many nations, particularly in programs concerned
with adult literacs and in various information campaigns.22

The countries where communication media have been used for
education read almost like the roster of the United Nations: for
example, Algeria, Argentina, Australis:. Brazil. Canada, Chile.
Colombia, Cuba, Dahomey, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Great
firitain. Guatemala. Honduras, India, Israel, Italy. the Ivory
Coast. hif11,11Cti, Japan, Kenya, Komi, Malawi, Mexico, New
Zealand. Niger, Nigeria, Peru, the Philippines, Senegal,
Singapore. Taiwan. Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Turkey. Upper
k'olta. and Vietnam.

In Imi7 Si:hiarum, :Coombs, Kahnert and Lyle in The New
Nfedio \fern:, to Education/II Ph:liners listed nine developing
countries that were using television and five that were using
radio for various education activities. In addition to the United
States. these countries included:

1. Americo Saimaa, using ETV for the upgrading of instruction:

2 Niger, with its radio clubs to support literacy teaching and
the use 01 television at the elementary level in an _effort to diffuse
educational opportunities and promote the use of a national
language;

3, Colombo'. using television, as in the case of Samoa, to help
teachers overcome restrictions of under-qualification and limited
teaching materials at the primary school level (Colombia also is
using radio, -Radio Sutatenza." for adult basic arid literacy
',ducat ion !:

4. Nig,rio, where television was intended to help solve
problems of upgrading instruction at the primary and secondary

as well as for teacher trdning;

5, Thailand. using radio to provide technical training as a
home service to school children, teachers and the general public,

H



and gradually extending the service to in-school radio braottcasts
at the elementary level;

Algeria. using films. discussion groups, correspondence
courses and radio programs to pros ide in-service teacher
education;

7. Australia, serving its "out-back," sparsely settled centred
parts of the country with correspondence lessons supplemented
by regular radio broadcasts and the Flying Doctor two -way radio
service, which provided correspondence students with the op-
portunity to talk with their tilachers and with each other to com-
bat the shyness and inarticulateness that sometimes come with
isolated study;

8. New Zealand. providing correspondence study' opportunities
to families living in remote,areas using a two-way radio service
like that of Australia anti special radio broadcast programs:

Y. Japan. using radio broadcast, correspondence study and
television to provide secondary education to scores of young
workers:

10. Peru. and its "Telescuela Popular" using TV fort reaching
students whit had dropped out of school at an early age and to
encourage community development in farming villages;

11. Honduras. with its "escuelas radiofonicas," modelled after
the "Sutatenza" program in Colombia, to broadcast literacy and
fundamental .education lessons by radio to peasants in outlying
villages;

12 India, with its use of the Radio Rural Forums in Poona for
communicating with rural people, promoting innovations in com-
!minify action development and disseminating information dealing
with agriculture, health, literacy, education. local self-government
and other aspects of economic and social development;

13. Togo, where radio rural forums also were used in areas of
public health and rural economy; and

14. Italy. broadcasting television programs on adult literacy
Find fundamental education.

Most of these projects have continued; a few have not. Others,
with both formal and non-formal components, have been started
in Mexico, Brazil, Great 'Britain, Kenya, Nigeria,. India. Korea, El
Salvador. Guatemala. the Ivory Coast, Ethiopia and Zaire. all
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dLU.sititin 't'ele%1otnj effort emanating from Singapore and in
part suppurtt.41 by the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung This is an effort
to produce adult educational materials for use on television in
each of the eight member countries in Asia: Indonesia. Khmer
Republic, Korea, Lios. the Philippines. Singapore. Thailand and

iet M. ' There is also the radio pr,tject the Masaya area of
Nicaragua.4: which has as one of its objectives the development
of modern math curriculum for primary schools in a developing
country setting. This effort is being sponsored by the U.S.
Agency for' International Development in conjunction with the
Nlimstry of Education in Nicaragua and Stanford University's
Institute for Mathematical Studies.

1. Television

With the exception evperitnental attempts at using television
tit the KnOi, Dorshon program in India, this teleclubs of Senegal.
!Willi' use of teleision in France. Japan and Italy, and the
intrnatiiaI use of the highly acclaimed productions of "Sesame
Street" aiKi "Tin. Electric Company. television has not been used

Vt frurimses of non-formal education in the less-
developed countries. l)' anti large.

The reasons cited as impedinients to the use of television in
non-torma) settings, and particularly for rural development. are

Ito:411 Filth rr

rlatil small number of individuals owning television

,oailable receivers primarily in the possession of those in-
dividuals .who have less of a need for non-formal education

ditticultt..10 }torturing ri.leant and interesting programs for

rut al audience.

The kris!!! Durshon program in India was an attempt to beam
televised rural, development information to about 80 villages near
Delhi. The program was organized in 1967 by the Indian Space
Research Organization in collaboration with All India Radio, the
Indian Agricultural Research Institute and the Delhi ad-
ministration through the establishment of community television.
Half-hour rural-oriented programs were broadcast on the average
of three times a week OM' a period' of about four years.
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E. V. Chorus and several colleagues at the Indian Space
Research Organization have reported on Krishi i)orshun and in-
dicate that the project has been a very useful exercise in
the design of rural broadcasts, interdisciplinary interaction, tech-
niques relating to the management of media programs, utilization of
research and feedback."

The' research on this program according to Everett Rogers"
shows that about 50 per cent of the audience was composed of
small children. Few farmers watched the television programs
regularly. The prograhm were said tee suffer from low-credibility
becatme rarely was there an actual villager depicted in his set-
ting. it also Was felt that the programs were not sufficiently
entertaining to command the' attention of a farmer after a hard
day of working in the fields.

The teleclubs of Seriegfil were sponsored by UNESCO in the
mid-sixties with television broadcasts and group discussion.5
About 500 women, niostlyh from the working districts around'
Dakai, were organized intro ten discussion-viewing groups to
receive two broadcasts per week on the subiects of hygiene,
nutrition, and the treatment of various illnesses.

The reports on the Senegal experience with television generally
are favorable. Discussions in the groups were reported to be
liVelyand much of the managing of the discussion, over a period
of time, was assumed by the women. Attendance fell off by'' only
about ten per cent after nine months.

The Psycho-Sociological Research Centre at the University of
Dakar fellowed this experimental television effort throughout its
duration, administering learning tests #to the women, conducting
interviews with them and collecting demographic background in-
formation on them. The women's attitudes about the television
programs and the discussions after the broadcasts also were
measured. The results suggest that the women learned a great
deal and actually passed along some of their new knowledge to
family members and friends.

Television ir. Senegal also 'was used on an experimental basis
to teach literacy to mixed audiences of men and women around
the Dakar area. UNESCO reports that "far from merely
disseminating through television traditional forms of instruction,
the literacy programs sought to find a spcific television language
which wou10 radically transform established pedagogical
methods... -8 At the same time programs were developed to teach
consumer education, ways of saving money, and problems of
school children.
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The Senegal television experience was limited both from a
standpoint of Lteographical coverage and the audience served, but
it was useful in establishing guidelines relating to conditions of
program reception. feedback. and the development of effective
inateriids for reaching rural and urban poor audiences. Those
readers.desiving mutt' detailed information on the Senegal effort
should t:onsult t INESCO's Reports and Papers on Mass Com-
municatum No. tiO: Moss Media in an African Context: An
I.:volt/wpm eriegars Pilot Project,'' and No. 50, Teleyisioq and
thy Social Education of Women.3^

Another pilot eNperience in rural television involved the
creation of tefeclubs in France to listen to a series of programs
called S.rote Emergency.'" The programs were designed to
create dWilrfllefiS in people about the conditions of life in rural
amp; and to stimulate solutions to the problems of the rural
areith. The success of this pilot effort apparently led to the
development of oilier similar type projects in Italy and Japan as
well as thc efforts in India previously described.

Bourret 1 14731'1' has cited two rural television experiences
underway in the Philippinesone in the Cebu area and the other
on the central island of Negrosas examples of cost - effective use
of television in the ruralareas of developing countries. He cites
the use of a network of low-power transmitters and. technical ad-
vances rn the development of solid state devices and integrated
circuits as well as the manufacturing of new portable battery-
operated equipment, low-cost video tape recorders, cameras, and
other items of 'studio production hardware as definite possibilities
for bringing reasonably priced television systems to low-income
areas.

Another approach cited by Bourret for lowering the costs of
television is to make educational television more participatory
through group viewing and discussion and thus reduce the
number of television sets required. He further outlines the need
for breaking away from centralized Production and distribution
systems of educational television which traditionally have been
expensive and unresponsive to the local needs of people. Most
educational television projects to date, Bourret indicates, have
tised relatively expensive commercial broadcasting equipment and
approaches which account in part for the high costs of television.

The advent of satellites and their current experimental use to
distribute television and radio broadcasts in India, Brazil and the
United States may add another chapter to the experiences in the
use of television for rural developmental Because of the com-
plexities of. financing, introducing and implementing a satellite
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television pre ject, there is little expectation, however, of the prac-
ticed use I It satellite television for rural development i the Very
near future. Kenneth Polcyn's An EtitWator's Guide to Com-
munication Satellite Technologr should he required r ding for
afiy country considering the use of satellite' television. s.

To cow:lutle. the general experiences of countries which have
used television for non-tormal purposes suggest that at least in the
rural areas, television's usefulness may have to be restricted to
formal educationpurposes, as has been the case in El Salvador. It
may be, ideal, however, forSome non-formal use if the kinds of
low-cost approaches to television outlined by Bourret are im-
plemented and if programming can he developed which is more
reflective of the socio-cultural patterns of life in less-developed
countries. Such programming needs to incorporate activities
which are entertaining to both rural and iirban poor audiences,
while at the same timii,portraying commuoTty problems which are
real in a situation known to the audience. Reglism and credibility
are particularly important aspects in the use of the television
bro'adcast medium. If the programming is not attuned to the
culture' and daily lifestyle of the audience, it tends to he seen as
something artificial and foreign which is not an integral part of
real life for the viewers and hence, not credible.

One other possibility for the cost-effective use of television in
non-formal education programs may be that ofextending the
services of an existing educational television system within a
country to rural areas where electricity is available. This type of
effort currently is under consideration by El Salvador. which
has two broadcast television channels specifically set aside for
education and could easily install additional TV receivers in rural
communities.

Grant4 recently has reported that the Ivory Cost is following
this approach by using its existing television broadcasting
facilities to reach adult illiterates in the rural areas with
programs on infant nutrition, soil conservation, folktales, hygiene
and the problems of rural exodus. In January 1974 practitioners
and interested reprinitatives from fifteen countries spread over
four continents met for a week in Abidjan for a UNESCO-spon-
sored colloquium on "Technology in Out -of- School Education."
The purpose was to unveil what first steps-Ivory Coast had taken
in its out-of-school programming, to witness examples of how
other 'countries had organized their non-formal educational
programs, and finally to develop a set of policy recommendations
for the extension of the Ivolian out-of-school effort.
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2. Radio

Schramm indicates that there is no one particular best medium
for ram-formal education, but he gives radio a high rating. He cites
the use of radio for training purposes. for practical instruction in
agriculture and health. fur talks on national policies and priorities,
for correspondence schooling. for community development action,
for study groups. forliteracy, and in training and developmentcam-
Oaigns, such as family planning, as well as for general
entertainment.

The Poema radio rural forum pilot project in India is cited as the
most celebrated use of radio in development. This UNESCO-spon-
sored pilot project was started in 1956 in 144 villages near Poona in
Maharashtra State. In this radio listening pattern, a group of is or
20 villagers came together twice a week to listen to a 30 to 45
minute program dealing with subjects on agriculture, health,
literacy. education. local self-government, and other aspects of
economic and social development. Along with die convenor or
leader of the group, the villagers /ould discuss what they heard on
the broadcasts. and, where appropriate. would take community ac-
tion. The POttnit experiment was itudied by Neurath 11968)", com-
paring the forum villages with villages that had no forum, but some
of which had village radios. Neurath found that forum members
learned more about the topics under discussion than did villagers
without forums and also participated in more decisions for action:
And in the non-forum villages, the majority of the learning gains
were attributed to those villages with radios. Illiterate members of
the forums appeared to have gained more from the experience than
the literates.

Schramm, f ,f . al. (191i7)4s have calculated that the cost to organize
and maintain each of the 144 forbins for 10 weeks was about $97.48,
or about $4.38 per meeting.

When the pilot effort ended in 1956, the Government of India
decided to expand the project throughout the country. No
systematic research was undertaken on the expanded forum project,
but j is reported that the expansion goal of 25,000 forums fell short
and only 12,000 were organized. Schramm reports that the pilot
project was undertaken with dedication and careful support, but
the expansion was not. Thus the goal proved impossible to achieve.
Nonetheless, the Poona experience demonstrated that the radio
rural forum can be cost-effective in bringing about community
developritent.

In at least two other countries, careful research has been
undertaken on a similar type of radio rural forum. One is Costa Rica
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(Roy. Watsanen and Rogers. 19693;14° and the other is Ghana (Abell.
1985I.'' The results of these efforts are encouraging, both from *
learning standpoint and in terms of action taken by the coglinunity.

These experiences with radio indicate that group listening
followed{ by group discussion is more influential in bringing about
the intended behavioral and attitudinal changes than in group
listening without discussion.

The oldest of the continuing non-formal education projects built
around radio and a group listening pattern is "Radiu Sutatenza" and
the "Action Cultural Popular" organization (ACPO) in Colombia. It
has been in existence for about 25 years and represents one of the
best efforts in the use of radio for non-formal education.

From its headquarters in Bogota. "Radio Sutatenza" services the
rural areas of Colombia, broadcasting 19 hours a day and channel-
ing much of its programming to three radio stations in other parts

t.of the country which contribute broadcast time locally. ACPO, in
turn, publishes the most widely read weekly newspaper in Colom-
bia and is well-equipped with large printing facilities. Thy program
relies upon 200 field workers and hundreds of parish reprearn-
Wives. literacy group coordinators and about 20.000 volunteers

.
who work as aides in the radio schools. The aim of "Radio
Sutatenza" and ACP° in Colombia is the promotion of fundamental
education and community de'velopment efforts for the peasant
farmer.

Hard data on the effectiveness of the Colombia effort is not
available because the program has not been systematically
researched. It has been reported that there are about 20.000 radio
schools and some 200,000 individuals enrolled in the program.
Further details oh the '-'Radio Sutatenza" and ACPO experiences can
be found in Schramm's Big Media, Little Media and in Emile
McAnany's Radio's Role. in Development: Five Strategies of Use,
The German study of Radio Sutatenza by Musto (1989)", which has
now been translated into Spanish, also documents ACPO's efforts.
in Colombia as does Brumberg's49 report on Radio Sutatenza
published in 1972 by the International Council for Educational
Development.

In terms of cost-effectiveness, radio can be given a favorable rat-
ing, but the evidence suggests that in and of itself, radio, or for that
matter television, is insufficient to accomplish learning tasks.
Rather, it must be built into a teaching-learning system combining
study/discussion groups, printed materials, other media and some
type of organizer/leader. The combination itself within non-formal
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education is especially fragile and important. because radio usually
is used by untrained teachers who geographically are situated at a
distance from an organized institution.

McAnany indicates that "despite suggestive °ideas_ about
television's role in rural areas (Bourret 1971) and the increasing use
of video tape recorders (VTR( for community development (Gwyn.
1972), the cost-effectiveness of radio is still more promising in cum-

,.
parison.".0

Radio is cited as being particularly helpful in accelerating or ex-
tending a program and in reachirg "hard-to-reach" rural audiences
quickly and quite inexpensively.

Among those countries cited as using radio successfuly in non-
formal education are Australia, Canada, Colombia, Ghana,
Guatemala, Italy, Kenya, Niger. Nigeria, Pakistan, Taiwan, and the
People's Republic of China, where farmers plow their fields with
transistors slug over their shoulders.

While useful in most types of non-formal education projects,
media such as radio and television are not always essential. Citing
the examples of Chad and Tanzania in attempting to localize the
village schools. Schramm indicates that in general, the smaller the
project insofar as objectives and audience. to be reached, the less
need there is for' instructional media such as radio and television.
However, the bigger and more complex the project, the incire 'dif-
ficult it is to localize. Here media, such as radio, can play a cruflial
role in helping to give local flavor and fulfilling local needs while
sharing expert teaching and providing information quickly over
large areas, and at low costs.

in short, the potential advantages of radio for the task are four:
time. cost, effectiveness and 'acidness.

3. Video Taping

One of the more recent uses of technology in non-formal
education which has received considerable attention in publications

- of various kinds is video toping. The unusually large number of
written documents discussing video taping, as well as the distinct
use of video taping for promoting community participation in solv-
ing problems, partially explains why this medium has been given
extensive consideration in this bulletin.

The use of video taping and filming has been cited by Schremm,s1
Kennedy.si Schulz." Guite,3 Carpenter,55 and more recently by
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Casey,1 as a means for promoting social change and community
_participlition at the local level. Known instances of !he use of video
taping include experiments in Alaska, Canada, Tanzania, India,

Peru, the Republic of South Vietnam, and in rural areas of Ap-
palachia, in the United States.

Reviewing the .Canadian "Challenge for Change" project, the
Alaska Skyriver experience, the Tanzania "Year 10" project and a
video taping effort in Rajasthan, India, Casey describes uses of
video taping which have proven effective in creating village
consciousness and in enabling rural and urban poor people to
produce their own messages from their own perspective. These
messages can then be conveyed vividly by audio-visual means to
policy and decision makers in centralized government agencies.

MN,

To cite Casey:

Portable oleo tape machines have several distinct characteristics:
they are isti,q to controlwithin a few weeks:anyone tan handle them
cunt idol! I y: tapes can be erased arnd reused many tOes: and t hey do not
require processing before they can he viewed. The technology provides
instant feeifbackpeopfe can see and hear themselves in a matter of
sei:onds. Non-professionals can define their own programs and learn to
edit their own tapes quickly and without difficulty: thus video taping
can be a participatory medium.iBecause videttapesare easy to handle
and do not require studio equipment, they are extremely well suited to
show people interacting in a dynamic way in their own cultural milieu.
The materials thus recorded can provide invaluable insights into peo-
ple's knowledge. experiences and real needs. The exchange of video
tapes its a means of communication between communities, and between
people and their government can circumvent mediators who interpret
messages according to their own perspectives before sending them on
The Oleo tape medium, thepefore, is ideal for most of the world's il-
literate villagers who cannot express themselves in script. but can do so
in the world tit spoken words and visual images.`,-

The use of video taping has not been systematically researched
and there are many questions in need of answers. Some of the
problem areas which one nods to be aware of in planning for the
use of video tape are: costs, equipment compatibility, and the
development of a system or context for its use:

di Costswhile the operational costs of video taping equip-
ment are not too high, the initial investment can be expensive. In
many cases this cost prohibits easy access by villagers to this
technology.
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my.

Compatibilitthe combatibility of the! video playback
'equipment with tlw tape recorder must be insured so that in-
stant replays are possilde. The' present lack oi standardization of
equipment is a real drawback.

t:.1 I St" %VII hill a 1 ot elevelopment systemthe biggest prob-
lem. of course, is to iteve)op .1 sy styli, in which video taping
technology dad its potential leo social application are exploited.

\ 10 all optimum way.-

The need for an air-condition7d room to store video tapes so that
they do not deloriorate and the need for replacement parts for the
video tape recorder also have been mentioned by technicians as im-
portant considerations in planning for the use of video tape.

Video taping strisses a process rather than a product and its real
strength for development purposes stems from the fact that its use
is oriented toward community problem-solving activities. The
potential of video taping, according to Carpenter," is "that it is nut
a broadcaster, but a narrow-casterzeroing in on particular
problems, communities and constituencies."

The Skyriver protect directed by Tim Kennedy is a particularly
good example of hots the video taping process works within a com-
munity development context. Skyriver started on the lower part of
the Yukon River in the Eskimo village of Emmonak, Alaska, where
Kennedy previously had spent some time organizing a fishi
cooperative. Through funds from the Office of Economic p-
portunity, Kennedynot trained as a film makerwas able t use
video taping and filming to help get the Eskimos of Emmonak to ad-
vocate changes that they themselves collectively wanted, but had
never been able to accomplish because of differences of opinion
among the villagers and their feeling of powerlessness.

Through video taping and filming villagers were encouraged to
talk about their problems. The talking about village problems and
the taping of these discussions had the effect of consciousness-
raising. It allowed people in Emmonak to see common problems and
feel a sense of community in proposing solutions to the problems
and presenting the problems and solutions to government officials.

As an texample, Kennedy describes the incident involving an Es-
kimo who strongly objected to sending his daughter to a boarding,
school in Oklahoma.. He feared that her absence from the family.
community and Eskimo culture for extended periods of time would
isolate and uproot her. His solution was to have localized secondary
schools which would be close enough for her to come home on the
weekends. According to Kennedy, education officials seeing the
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tape were flabbergasted at the information and were so moved by
they presentation that a centralized boarding school plan eventually
was abandoned in favor of regional secondary schools. ,

Another aspect of the Skyriver project cited by Kennedy was the
making of oral,history films. Like the other films, their effect was
dramatic but in a different way. In Alaska there still is a generation
of Eskimos who remember the days prior to the settlement of

Ind nd the bringing of their culture. In one film an elderly
man spoke of the power of the medicine man. The showing, of this
film gave others the courage to speak out and not be ashamed to
talk about customs which had been discredited by the Europeans.
just as iinportant, the film served as a catalyst in bridging the
generation gapmany young people began asking, even pleading
with their elders to recall the past. Film served to restore pride in
Eskimo ways.

In the village of Mateo Pumacahua, Peru. an experiment in video
taping has been reported by Gerace. Lazar() and Mayuribu which is
similar in nature to that of the Skyriver project. At the time of the
experiment, Mateo Pumacahua was a newly created village or
"pueblo joven" of about 100 families. The villagers showed signs of
disunity, discontent, distrust toward neightlors, and a loss of self-
confidence. Under the auspices of "Accion Comunitaria del Peru"
portable 1-inch video tape recorders were introduced, villagers
were taught to use the recorders, and were encouraged to talk about
their feelings and problems. These sessions were recorded and later,
these tapes were screened and discussed by the community in town
meetings. Gradually, over a period of time, the discussions after the
screening led to dynamic interaction amongst the villagers and
eventually awakened a spirit of cooperation and reflection in them.
Neighbors came to know each other and developed a community
spirit in which they recognized that all had a role to play.

The video tape recorder later was used by the villagers to record
messages to acquaint government officials outside the village with
their community problems in which government assistance was
needed.

The ivlatett Pumacahua experience, according to the "Accion
Comunitaria del Peru," has demonstrated that when a villager
learns to handle the new communication technology, he can express
his problems in a manner that is so natural and movir, hat he
evokes empathy and understanding on the part of those viewing the
tape. This empathy and understanding clear the way for more con-
crete action.

Two other video taping experiences worthy of mention are the
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Tanzania'.:.year 16" project in Africa and the Alexandre de Rhodes
experiment li in the use id portable video tape recorders in South Viet -
nam.

The Tanzania Year 16" video taping project, as reported by
Scholz,^t was an experiment in the use of communication for social
change. It set out to produce a record of the historical experience of
the Ujamaa movement, which is a cooperative approach to rural
development characteristic of the "Tanzanian way" to national
development. The people themselves produced this record. The
record, however, was just one result of a much larger process which
had as its object.ive the involvement of the peo'ple who were
illiterate and underemployed in their own development and change.
Video taping and filming gave to illiterate communities the means
to express themselves and to establish a communication between
the villagers and their outside leaders. To quote Schulz:

[he new liamad villages" were communities affectAi by poverty
arid ,cct i,el thanpy The were the result of spontaneous initiatives by
peasants. plan tat bin workers and Party Youth League members to come
together and farni collectively, to solve in common. through self-help
and collective ifei isionmaking, the problems posed by development. As
in most de% elopment sitcations there was a tremendous communica-
tion eap between these communities and the administration based on
misunderstanding, lack of information and sterile attitudes. Illiteracy
find traditional channels of one %vay communication were obstacles to
integrated ile%.elopment linking together communities in a global so-
rirt

The project had been prepared and organized since 1067, including
contacts with international development agencies and the Tanzanian
Government. Several field trips. including visits to Itiamaa villages,
preceded the beginning of active work in August 1971. A cross-classi-
f it at ion of ,objects and themes had been elaborated including 50 items
w filch were to be documented during the 15 months of filming, The ori-
gaml idea was to cover 5 to 6 particularly significant I Jjamaa villages
representing different types of villages, different stages of develop-
ment, different ethnical, historical, economical, ecological conditions.
different degrees of success (or feature). The starting point had to be
a sucessful village where we were supposed to get a positive and
favorable picture of the 1 liamati movement. The first materials should
then be used in other more recent or less successful villages to promote
discussions, provide possibilities for comparison and stimulus for
emulation.4-

The realities of the field work changed the project so that even-
tually work was carried out in only three villagesMbambara in
the Tanga region and the Ngami and Matiku villages in the Singida
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region of central Tanzania. Nonetheless a catalyst for change at the!
community level resulted in which "people were stimulated to talk
about their problems...land this] brought about a greater
awareness of the existing problems and issues."h. "Passive attitudes
changed into active ones: people who had passively supported an
incompetent agricultural extension officer stood up against him and
requ'ested his transfer from the government; they did not listen
anymore! to empty promises from outside.leaders but asked concrete
questions as to the possibilities of implementation; they started
saying 'We. must not wait for government help but start work
ourselvesif we' wait for the government to help us we can wait
until paradiser",.4

Schulz fully documents the Tanzania project. Not only does he
cite examples of other applications of video taping in developing
countries, but he also provides guidelines for replication of the
Festivity, outlines the problems involved`, describes the equipment
used and the preicess at length, and seriously confronts the ques-
tion of the use of communication for social change.

The Alexamre':de Rhodes Center operating out of Saigon is a
private, churcKaffiliated organization that foe some years has
been working in the areas of community development and

' functiona! adult education using television and video taping.

The Center presently is equipped with a small closed-circuit
television production studio, complete with three vidicon cameras.
video and sound control equipment, telecine, microphones,
monitors, two-way communication system. lighting equipment
and professional video tape recorder. It also has a trained cadre
of Vietnamese who form a permanent television production staff.

The Center originally had planned, to air it television programs
over the national Vietnamese network but disruptions related to
the war effort prevented this. So under the enthusiastic-
leadership of Father Louis Robert, the Center in 1971 embarked
on a series of experiments usim; a portable 1-inch video tape
recorder with organized teleclubs and a group-viewing leader in
and around the Saigon area and in some rural villages and
hamlets. The target audience is lower-income people, and as of
this date sornp'-ifiiken teleclubs are functioning.

The objective of the video taperteleclub experiment is to
counter the isolation within neighborhoods and villages where the
concern is only for "my home," "my family" and not for the com-
munity at large. The content of the tapes is focused on Viet-
namese family problems, social principles of life, notions of self-
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development, health, family planning, nutrition and consumer
economics.

The teleclub members (small groups of 10 to 15 people) gather
once or twice a week in their neighborhood or hamlet to view a
particular program and through croup dynamic,techniques try to
arrive at a full understanding of the program's message and its
direct application to their lives. Apart from the video tapes, the
teleclub leaders use additional written materials with drawings
which kelude a set of follow-up questions for review and dis-
cussio4of the contents of each program.

The teleclub format provides an opportunity for individuals to
get to know each other better and to become conscious of the fact
that, in order to grow as individuals and as a community, they
must rely on their united thinking and actions. Video taped
programs serve simply as a catalyst, an agent that gradually
loses its importance to the extent that the community becomes
conscious of its capability for self-development.

Although these experiments with video tape. in Vietnam have
not been systematically researched and evaluated, several
documents on the progress of the effort and the approaches used
have been published by the Alexandre de Rhodes Center.e5 And
based on the experience of four years of working with teleclubs.
a number of things have been learned:

Long and costly training workshops for the teleclub leaders
are to be discarded in favor of a combination of orientation
periods with work in the field. and on-going training sessions
once a month.

Combined use of written materials with the video taped
programs is more effective than video tape programs alone.

A full-time central staff working in the field is less effective
than part-time village workers in the field.

The orientation of teleclub membership should be toward the
younger adult audience because most older adults are too worried
about their source of livelihood and entrenched in their own way
of life to learn new approaches and appreciate the spirit of com-
munity development.

A recent report by Jim Potts on filming in Africa presents an
excellent review on what is known about the use of films and
mobile van units within the framework- of integrated rural
development. He cites uses of film which are similar to the video
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taping experiences herein reviewed as well as the more
traditional use of film for instruction. The years 1950 to 1960
reprciwnt the 'decade of experimentation with films for fun-
damental education.

While favorable to film as a medium, Potts indicates that the
use of mobile vans to get film messages to outlying rural areas
"is not an economical means of providing 'fundamental' or non-
formal education on a regular llasis to the .mass of people. "'
Developing countries would be'well advised, according to Potts,
to wait for the eventual expansion of TV networks to distribute
films, and in the interim, radio as well as other less expensive
media could better be utilized. He suggests that films and mobile
units are best used "to support precise development objectives in
places where the need is concretely identified...*8 As examples,
he cites the use of film and mobile vans to present interviews
with model farmers making recommendations for changes in
agricultural practices to other farmers or for disease eradication
campaigns.

4. Audio Tape Technology

With the adv.nt of audio cassettes--introduced by Philips
Holland in die mid 1960'sthe person receiving the message has
been given more control 'over the receiving and listening context
than traditionally is the case with most media and technology.
Unlike broadcast media, playing time can be arranged to local
conditions, and in instances where it is used with a discussion
group, the convenor of the group as well as participants can
listen to it ahead of time and be better prepared for a group dis-
cussion session.

Time of exposure to the message, as well as frequency of ex-
posure. is controlled by the person receiving the message so that
questions of when, where, and how long an individual is exposed
to a message are solved easily. This technology, since it depends
on listening, is also literacy free: persons do not have to be able
to read in order to get the message.

To the literacy-free factor must be added the advantages of
localism and intimacy. Audio cassette technology permits the
development of messages in the local language using familiar
names, events, places, and local people. This promotes credibility
of the message and helps to assure that various segments of
population can identify with it.
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Sitice'the Irtener can control the receiving conditions himself,
the must Ultima subject matter can be dealt with explicitly and
in detail and thus legitimize topics not open to public discussion.
This feature meets the problem of dealing with sensitive subject
matter, as is'the case of family planning programs, relieving a
person's embarrassment in seeking out such information...

Audio cassette technology also permits a tremendous amount of
flexibility because messages do not have to conform to set time
periods as is the case with broadcast media. Messages ranging
anywhere from one minute to thirty minutes can be recorded.

In actual use,. audio cassettes also can be replayed promptly to
enable the listener to repeat any paints covered too quickly or
needing repetition: and in the case of repetition, the same level of
accuracy and enthusiasm is always present each timelthe record-
ing is played.

Finally, if the cassette machine has a playback record
the listening audience can record its own questions.

comments` or observations on the reverse side of a cassette.

As far as the hardvvarc itself, the audio cassette has the ad-
vantages of bring low-cost (the machine can be purchased for as
little as $20. US and the tape cassette runs about $1 US), simple
to operate, durable, rugged and portable, with power supplied by
either current or battery. Built with modern transistors, the
machine weighs. no more than two pounds, is smaller than a shoe
box, and there is no handling or threading of the tape since it
comes in a closed container which is no bigger than a package of
cigarette's.

Although little if any statistical research information is
available on the effectiveness of audio cassette technology, several
reports on its use are available.

Colic, ." for instance, has reported in same detail on the use of
audio c:assettes for development programs, citing use of the
technology in India with FAO's farmer training and literacy pro-
ject. About 1.800 cassette players and'some 15.000 cassette tapes
on such diverse subjects as control of insects, plant disease, local
farming problems, interviews with credible subject matter
specialists and case studies of "progressive" or model farmers,
were put into the hands of local leaders for group sessions and
individual use by the villagers.

Audio cassettes also 'have been used in the training of para-
professionals, particularly midwives, in Pakistan's family plan-

program where manpower to train personnel was scarce.
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In Taiwan, a successful "integrated communication system" has
been reported h Cone which links together the national radio-TV
media with local field workers and cassette equipment to bring
agricultural and rural welfare information to Taiwan farm.
families.

And in Yates County, New York, one of the poorest rural coun-
ties in the United States, with a population of about 20,000,
where people still 11..e in homes with dirt floors, no electrical
power, no plumbing, not enough food and poor medical services.
citizens Were Oformed about low -cost medical and dental help
through a successful use of ,audio cassette technology."+

There also are observer reports- that the Summer Institute of
Linguistics in SOuth Vietnam is experimenting with inexpensive
battery-operated audio cassettes to teach adult basic education in
rural hamlets outside of Saigon;.

Perhaps the best documented use of audio cassette technology
to date is the "Radio Mensaje" (Radio Message) project outside of
Quito in the region of Tabeicundo, Ecuador. which has been
developed by Father Barriga in cooperation with the University of
Massachusetts. Reporting on the project, lames Hoxeng, of the
University of Massachusetts, provides excellent. commentary and
a chronology of' events surrounding the introduction and use of
the cassette recorders. Under the University's auspices, cassette
tape recorders were introduced into the ongoing radio project in
early 1973 as a feedback device for generating programming
material that could be broadcast to the rural radio school centers.

Volunteer assistants from the communities who act as teaching
. assistants in thv radio school centers are responsible for the
recorders. The individuals from particular villages listening to the
radio broadcast range in age from about 15 to 30 years and are
both male and female. Together with the volunteers they prepare
and submit program material recorded on cassettes to the radio
station, where it is edited and broadcast in two weekly half-hour
programs called "The Farmers' Message."

The expectation, over time, is that by producing program
material for broadcast and then hearing their own voices, the
villagers will develop an increase in self-esteem and self-
awareness. There also is the expectation that this u.e of the
recorderwill contribute to improved learning performance from
the radio broadcasts and a decrease in "drop-out" rates.
Furthermore, there is the hope that the possibility of exchanging
information about community development activities, via the
cassette material aired over radio, will give more impetus to the
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basic education and community develZipment goals of the
Tabacundo program.

It is still premature to tell whether the introduction of the
cassette recorders will have "staying power," with the radio
program. The preliminary* research results, however, are en-
couraging. First. the amount and variety of material being sub -
mitted to the radio station is on an upward curve in both quan-
tity and quality, and the volunteer assistants together with the
villagers are thinking of new ideas for using the recorders.
Similar to the use of video taping reported earlier in this paper,
the rural leaders already are sing the recorders to present to
development agency officials points of view of different people in
the community, and thus bolster their case for needed services.

Second. reading, writing, comprehension and awareness scores,
according to the University of Massachusetts personnel working
with the proiect, have increased. Attitudinal and aspirational
changes indicating increased risk preference and discontent with
present levels of living also have been reported.

In short, increased self-awareness, self-esteem, learning and
copmunity participation are attributed to the project and its use
of the audio cassette technology. A complete summary of the
evaluation undertaken by the University of Massachusetts is ex-
pected soon.

5. Programmed Instruction

The use of programmed instruction techniques Tor non-formal
education in the developing world has not been reported in any
significant way. Perhaps the most celebrated use of programmed
instruction materials occurred in Rhodesia in the early sixties.
But unfortunately, the project ended in 1985 when Rhodesia an-
nounced its unilateral declaration- of independence forcing many
individuals associated with the project to leavi the country.

Schramm'' reports that at that time the personnel working on
the project had developed some 75 programs, which were in
Various stages of testing and use.

Many of the materials had been successfully used with African
and European students, professional and skilled workmen, in-
cluding agricultural trainees. Schramm has reported on some of
the research undertaken for this project in Rhodesia in his Big
Media, Little Mediu; he indicates that "the test results...leave lit-
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tle doubt that programmed instruction works as well in develop-
ing regions as in economically more advanced countries."74

8. Traditional Media

Citing the problem of furthering national unity and integration
in India, R.P. Rains's of the Department of Teaching Aids in New
Delhi has argued for a. more concerted use of traditional media to
promote the country's sense of nationhood. Along with the use of
puppets, folk dances and songs, Rains has presented a plan
outlining the potential use of kettles, kirtans and , allied
congregational discourses as well as the melas or fairs held in
every village, town and city in India for educating India's masses
on a sense of what is essentially and uniquely Indian.

India' is cited as having one of the richest infrastructures for
the use of traditional media. E.V. Chitnis, et. oi.76 described this
infrastructure as consisting of the following:

A theatrical tradition unsurpassed in the world in its an-
tiquity and continuity. Almost every state in India has a
traditional stage which is at least 2000 years old. These include
theaters like Tamasha, Jatra. (heal, Bhavai, Nautanki, Bhagwat
Mela.. Kuchipudi, Kathakali and others. In the south the
traditional Sanskrit stage still exists.

A similar unbroken tradition in the other performing arts like
music, dance, mime, etc.

-An ancient as well as modern tradition in the graphic and
visual arts.

A unique literary and oral tradition.

A very considerable taleat in the fields of acting, dancing;
musi ;, theater art and film making.

These traditional media are not merely a form of art expression,
but are a way of expressing knowledge in a manner which is
acceptable and functional. The poorest Man in the land has access
to this culture, expressed either in story, poem, play. song,
aphorism. proverb. custom, ititual, rites, or a variety of other
ways characteristic of folk culture.

In an effort to examine the field of myths, legends and folklore
in general. India's Space Applications Center, currently involved
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in developing educationat television programming for experimen-
tation with the ATS-ti satellite, has undetaken the "Panchatantra"
Project.

The first effort of this project consists of research based on the
now internationally famous "Panchatantra" folk tales which.have
been made into a film. The unique characteristic of the "Pan-
chatantra" being studied is the box within a box format very*
popularly used by story tellers in India's oral culture. It is said
these stories were originally diveloped for the general education
of four princesses who refused to go to the school for the usual
learning activities.

The "Panchatantra" tries to provide a .basis for looking into
relatively personal. values and altitudes by creating a series of
hypothetical situations wherein a basic attitude is examined.
There! is absolutely no direct 'moralizing but there is a very
definite content in the communication,

Crawford and Adhikaryie". have discussed the advantages of
the use of media whiCh are part of the local village people's own
cultural frame of reference. They cite the use of the traditional
Javanese media of the theater, employing both live actors and
puppets in the family planning program of Indonesia.

Drawing on what is known from many communication studies.
these authors state that in order to convey a message with effect
one has to use the language, symbols and styles familiar to the
audience. In Java this means the use of folk puppetry opera
(ludrukj, comedy ineogl. and the shadow puppet play (waiting
golek, as the trusted media for conveying new ideas to people-
who are illiterate and unfamiliar with the process of perceiving
and interpreting symbols and messages from other types of

Preliminary reports on research in progress to develop these
traditional Javanese media for the transmission of family plan-
ning information are favorable although no cost or effectiveness
data are yet available.

Everett Rogers makes reference to the use of traditional media
such as folk theater, puppet shows, travelling story tellers.
balladeers, poets, and shadow figures, cautioning that "we should
not forget that in less developed countries, a far-flung network of
communication channels existed long before the introduction of
print or electronic media."4

Rogers cites a 1969 study by Benjamin in Northeast Brazil
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where "cant adores" or singing poets act as intermediaries in a
two-step flow of communication: the singers learn of new ideas
from the modern mass media, and then pass these messages along
in poetic form to villagers.'

Other countries reported to have made use of traditional folk
media for mm-formal education programs include Malayiiia,
Niger. India. Thailand. Pakistan. Iran, Taiwan and China.

For example. in Thailand the use of traditional media has
focused on two major types of shadow play: the Nang Vol and
the Nang Taloong, in which stylized stories of romance and war
are presented through the use I.Of intricate and, beautifully carved
cowhide characters, whose shadows are projected on a screen.
The Nang Vu: from central Thailand is virtually a lost art. It is
no longer popular entertainment and remains in existence
primarily under the auspices of the Fine Arts Department. It has
given way to the Khon. a drama with actors, narrators and music
whose characters wear masks. In the south, Nang Taloong still is
performed for all kinds of occasionsordinations, weddings.
funerals, etc.. and in some instances. traditional plots are being
replaced by more Modern themes with heroes driving motorcycles
aml heroine's in miniskirts.

The Nang 'rotating characters are thin, puppet-like figures cut
out of hide that are no mare than two to three feet high. They are
moved across the stage hehind a cloth screen, while a light
behind throws their outline on the fabric. creating the shadows
which give the art form its name.

A shadow play performance most often takes place in the eve-
ning in open air on a platform of bamboi, and timber built above
the ground. The puppMs perform.' their special kind of magic
behind a white cotton cloth stretched taut, with a solitary light
behind it. The audience gathers around the platform, standing or
sitting on the grass.

Making the puppets perform is. of course, the special province
of the flaking or puppeteer. He sits cross-legged behind the
screen, moves the puppets. conducts the orchestra. narrates the
Story, ar*I sings and acts all the dramatic roles.

A shadow play performance has three parts: the prologue, which
introduces the main figures in the story; the actual drama; and the
epilogue. The story is usually ended at a suspenseful point in order
to lure thg audience back another night.

Though the use of traditional media is to be favored because
they aie long-established. well-accepted and highly credible,
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Rogers found that "while the traditional media have been utilized
in certain-countries, their potential is far from realized."'"

For those readers interested in pursuing the area of traditional
media, the Internbtional Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF)
publication, Folk Media and Mass Media: Their Integrated Use in
Communication Programmes for Social Development and Family
Planning, is recommended.'

7. Gaming Media

L

One specific use of low-cost technology is that of gaming and
simulation media. The University of Massachusetts School of
Education has participated with the Ministry of Education in
Ecuador in a cooperative venture in this area." The devicjis
which the project has developed have been grouped by David
Evans and lames Hoxeng, workers on the project, into three
general categories:44

Simulation gamesboard games which deal with complex
social realities and are intended to clarify social issues and
promote group discussion of problems. The games provide a
means for exploring and testing possible behaviors in real life
situations.

Fluency gamesgames that deal with simple numeracy and
literacy skills by creating entertaining and involving processes
which provide practice and increase the confidence of the players
in their own abilities in areas relevant to consumer buying and
social growth.

Expressive techniquesa residual category which includes a
variety of devices designed to make it easier for villagers to
create stories, write things and express themselves in general.
This category includes things such as "fotonovelas" (comic books)
featuring photographs of rural people in a realistic situation of
everyday life,

The game of Hacienda (The Farm)." modeled after the popular
game of Monopoly, has been used with villagers to give them a
better understanding of the processes and institutions around
them, of how these operate and impinge on the life of the com-
munity and individuals, and what the rural people can do to im-
prove their lives by modifying these institutions and processes to
use them more effectively.
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rflo'ciendo; and its variations called Game of Life, the Market,
(the City. etc. are basically board games, with some elements of
role playing, where. each player's objective is to make use of-the
opportunities offered to him by society. The boaid squares are
filled with various institutions of rural life: the chutch, bank, jail,
center for adult education, savings and credit co-operatives, and
so forth.

Neighbors gather in a common community building, a home, or
the market place to play inexpensive home-made games of. this
nature. And althoug the games are designed by a technical team,
they are often in( lied on the spot by the players themselves to
fit local circumst nces. Often a game goes on for hours, generating
great amusement and wild enthusiasm as well as serious discussion
and debate.

A systematic evaluation of the simulation and awning activities
in Ecuador., now is underway: additional games have been added
such as the use of dice with letters that permit an individual to form
words through the pleasurable experience of playing dice.

The initial policy of the project in Ecuador has been one of en-
couraging experimentation with the materials by the widest pos-
sible range of existing governmental and private institutions
working in the rural areas as well as by individuals. In addition,
the protect has promoted the creation of a non-institutional ap-
proach through which villages choose two to five people to
receive intensive training on the use of the games for a period of
four weeks and who then return to their village to begin acting as
"learning facilitators."

Commercial production and distribution of the gaming materials
also is being explored in an effort to develop a comprehensive
national network of complementary distribution systems.

In brief, the gaming and simulation activities in Ecuador
represent an attempt "to stimulate the creation of a community -
based demand system, where people become aware of themselves
as resources, and where communities begin to develop the skills
required to interact with agencies already present. People develop
a set of survival shills., ."67

8. MultiMedia Utilization

A more recent trend in the use of media and technology. not
only in non-formal but in formal education programs as well, is
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the use of a combinaiiim of media integrated into teaching-
learning system. Examples of such use of media are Great.
Britain's ()pen University. Australia's radio correspondence'
school,"" the NHK radio-TV correspondence 'high school of
japan,4u Mexico's "telesecundaria,"41 the Korea educational reform
program.4-. the Basic Village Education Project in Guatemalao and
the.l".hinese educational experiences built around the commune.44
The Open University in Great Britain, Japan's high school
program. Mexico's "telesecunciarier and the Korea program are
treated extensively in documents listed in the bibliography of this
paper; the Guatemala project using radio and other materials is
still at the early operational stage.

The Basic Village Education IVE) Project in Guatemala is an
experimented effort, focusing on the dissemination of agricultural

....information and basic education to the rural Spanish-speaking
adults and the Quiche-speaking Indian population. Besides offer-
ing a stimulus to rural development efforts in Guatemala, another
objective of the project is to determine the effectiveness and
relative costs of differing mixes of communication media to sup-
plement the work of extension agents. who are in short supply.
Radio is being used its a principal component in combination with
audio cassettes. flip charts and handout materials.

Experimentation with the project is being carried out initially
in the' Quesada, Yopiltepeque and Comapa areas of the eastern
part of Guatemala by the Ministry of Education and the U.S.
Agency for International Development. Preliminary findings from
the BVE project are expected to be available by mid-1975.

Rural development in the People's Republic of China, which has
been extensively promoted, has received less documentation. It
merits attention as an example of multi-media utilization which
offers other nations useful lessons in locally designed, integrated,
managed and supported education. Hsiang-po Lee has documented
the Chinese educational experierce as an attempt to "break the
rigid mold of traditional format schools and to forge a link
between educational means and methods of both formal and non-
formal variet

As is the case in Tanzania. to which this _paper earlier alluded,
the beginning of a reconstruction of rural society in China
preceded the beginning of a new form of rural education. China
reconstructed a village society, and the village then. activiely
molded the kind of school it felt it needed. Rural primary
education in China, therefore. is directly relevant to the social
and economic goals of the commune and villagers take an active
part in the operation of their learning systems.



Through a variety of mstitutinns and facilities, the Chinese
commune discharges functions such as basic literacy, training and
leadership. The content and timing of educational programs is
arranged around the regular farming activities of rural youths
and adults so as, not to pull them off the farms and place them in
school. Much of the emphasis of this education is given to solving
actual local problems through experimentation.

Communication media along with channels of interpersonal
communication have been used extensively and systematically on
is. massive scale. These media include visual and graphic
materials such as movies, newspapers, posters, bulletins and
pamphlets, home visitN, group meetings, and correspondence
courses that supplement radio programs.

t infortunately, detailed data on the effectivenesi' and costs of
the China experience have not yet been reported. A systematic:
study of China's efforts, along the lines of the Stanford
evaluation of ITV in El Salvador o' cr. Great Britain's evaluation"
of the Open University. would contribute greatly to our
understanding of how a combination of media can be effective in
promoting non-formal education within a rural community set-
ting.

It is obvious from the China experience that communication
media and technology are components within a broader program
of change. The basic element. appears to be change in the com-
munity itself: change in attitudes toward the school, a recon-
sideration of the kind of school or learning a community needs.
and active participation of the community in bringing the school
into the ongoing development of the community.

Tony Dodds 11972) and his colleagues at the International 'Ex-

tension College have published a detailed description of multi-
media projects in numerous countries giving particular emphasis
to those using broadcast medial.`'"

Along with a discussion of rural development, education, and
the mass media, they present a series of case studies on the Rural
Forums of Ghana, civics education by radio study groups in
Tanzania. the Tevec Project in Quebec, Canada, the Radio Clubs
of Niger and the radio schools of Honduras. Case, summaries also
are included 'nn the teleclubs of Flamm.% teWvision literacy classes
in Italy, "The Arsiter-s:'-- program which communicated with
farmers in Great Britain, the use of agriculture extension aids in
Malawi, film strips and radio in Rwanda, film discussion groups
in Togo, and a rural family development effort in Wisconsin.
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In this latter instance, television programs were used as the
center of the delivery system to assist rural adults to develop
lifecoping skills relevant to the rural setting. The project was .

under the auspices of the Rural Family Development (RFD) Pro-
ject of Wisconsin University's Extension Service. The RFD
programs made use of a new magazine format and employed
techniques and personalities common in popular entertainment
television. Printed matter was also used to supplement the
programs. A system of home visits by a staff of trained monitors
was also instituted to give the all important persoqal contact and
provide feedback to the program developers.

Dodds concludes his survey of multi-media projects indicating
that "the choice of medium is less important than the content and
the way it is used,"" and that the more "glamorous media at
great expense may be less effective than the careful integration of
existing resources."mo
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III. TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

We have now come full circle in our discussion of illustrative
instances in which media and technology are being used in non-
formal education programs. The intent has been to present
highlights of a complex and still relatively uncharted area of in-
quiry, to point out some areas needing further review and study.
and to offer ideas and suggestions of practical value.

Rather than attempt to be exhaustive in representing all the
variety of media use that exists, we have indicated the most common
patterns and those which to some extent have been documented as
showing the greatest promise.

The variety of uses to t, hich media is being put is varied and ex-
tensive. Unfortunately, here is very little good research and
evaluation evidence abt I the effectiveness of these media, much
less their cost-effectiveness in non-formal settings.

Furthermore, it is apparent from our review that although non-
formal education has a great potential for the use of a variety of
communication media and technology, the potential has scarcely
been tapped. While this paper has described a number of creative
uses of media and technology, one overall conclusion parallels that
reached by Coombs and his colleagues at the International Council
for Educational Development in their survey of non-formal
education: "It is our overall impression that non-formal education
as a ,whole has tended (like formal education) to cling to traditional,
costly, and inefficient instructional means and methods, failing to
take sufficient advantage of the alternative technologies
available."101 In the process of this review, we have identified
several factors that generally are accepted as influencing, for better
or for worse, the use of communication media in education.
Although not necessarily falling into mutually exclusive categories,
these "influencing factors" can be grouped under the following four
major headings: those factors relating to the process of planning,
financing and evaluating nonformal education programs using
media and technology; those concerning the media per se: those
relating to the context for using the media; and those focusing on

1 the role of the target audience.

Planning, Financing and Evaluating
11 Nonformal education programs using media and technology

are doomed to limited success if they start with a technology that
someone is anxious to use. Planning for the use of media and
technology must begin with an important educational problem in
need of solution.
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21 Governinent financing and governmew organization is not
ttce only .possible way. to bring education to rural. regions. The
"Radio Mensaje- project of Ecuador and the Radio Sutatenza and
ACPO experiencl! of Colombia show remarkable accomplishments
by dedicated private organizations, which suggest that at some
stages in the development process, private groups may have ad-
viintages over governmental organizations.

3) TIM little attention seems to be paid to the determination and
clear definition of goals and oblecti..es of non-formal education pro-
jects. and too much to simply getting a project operational. This is
particularly evident in projects using media .and technology and no
doubt accounts fur the negative images and disdain of some people
toward communication media and technology.

41 The lack of FI strong evaluation component in most non-formal
or for that matter formal, education projects has hindered the state-
of-the-art development of learning systenr with the result that
errors are repeated and difficulties recuri'in education pangrams
around the world.

51 Before' being introduced on a broad basis, innovations in non-
formal education should be' employcal at first in situations which
permit comparative and controlled }valuation of their effectiveness
anti rusts.

Ministries and agencies responsible for one or another aspect
of rural education must combine their talents to make NFE
programs work. Professional exclusiveness and barriers resulting
from administrative custom must he Overcome. This includes the
sharing of common facilities and personnel by different programs
as well as sharing information about all programs serving people in
the same area. The tendency to "go it alone- often results in
fragmentation. confusion to the audience served, higher costs and
poor results.

The Media

71 Communication media and Aucational technology can he
helpful in most types of non-formal education, but they are not
always. essential. To pal'aphrase Schramm,)"2 the smaller the pro-
ject, the less need there is for media; the bigger, the more costly and
complex the project, the more difficult it is to localize its efforts
and. therefore, media and technology can play a crucial role.

81 Within physical limits, any communication medium can
perform any educational task. Whether one learns more from one
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medium. than from another, therefore. depends as much on 'how a
medium is used as on what medium is used.103

9) The role of media is ane of accelerating social. ehange and
development, rather than beginning the process. Media and
technology are no panacea for development problems. They must be
considered as part of the total 'system of needs, messages and
resources over extended periods of time.

10) If there is one medium better suited for non-formal education
than others, it is radio because of its wide coverage, relatively low
unit cost, and its ability to reach beyond literates as well as-beyond
electrical power mains. Evenradio, however, is almost never used
effectively alone. It needs to be combined in a teaching-learning
situation with some personal contact, some opportunity for re-
sponse and interaction, and usually with some visual stimuli such
printed texts, posters, newspapers, filmstrips, etc. This aim-
hination i5 particularly important in non-formal education because
the media often are used by other than a highly skilled, trained
teacher and far from an organized institution. Thus, a combination
of media, or better, a combination of media and related
interpersonal communication, is more effective than any one
medium alone.

11) The use of communication media and technology, such as
radio, simulation and gaming, audio cassettes, and video taping, can
overcame learning obstacles associated with illiteracy. The efforts
in Ecuador, Vietnam, Brazil and Guatemala are encouraging in this
respect. Literacy, therefore, need not be the first priority of a rural
development program.

12) For successful utilization of media and technology in non-
formal education, the media must come to the learner, rather than
the learner to the media. Put the media where the people
aremarket places, on the job, in the field, buses, trains, etc.

13) The use of communication Media and technology in non-
formal education should not he limite to dissemination of teach-
ing-learning information. Media and technology should also be used
for tasks such as motivation, attitude change, reinforcement, com-
munity participation and sheer entertainment.

The Context

14) There is no one perfect medium for non-formal education.
Rather, each of the variety of media has its own potential and
limitations. Their effective use requires that they meet the existing
felt needs of people in a society, with particular attention being
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given to the local social and political context into which the media
and technology must fit. The context into which media are in-
troduced is of fundamental importance, for unless there are in-
dividuals and agencies functioning in poor rural and urban settings
to help change take place, it is improbable that communication
media and educational technology can be effective.

151 If a decision -f reached to use media for non-formal
education, the first focus should be on the possible use of in-
digenous folk media and low-cost technologies that already exist
within a country, and not on the introduction of new media that are
beyond the economic or technical grasp of poor countries. Again to
quote Coombs and his colleagues at die International Council for
Educational Development, the encouragement of "pipe dreams of
drama-tic educational breakthroughs involving advanced
technologies such as computerized instruction and satellite
television can only lead to disappointment and result in slowing
progress.-104 It is more realistic to concentrate on communication
media already available within the country, introducing new media
only when they are necessary for the attainment of particular
educationi0 goals.

161 It is not enough to look only at non-formal education op-
portunities when discussing rural development. Instead, there is
need to think of education in a broad sense, regardless of where,
when or how learning occurs, and in terms of developing integrated
learning systems by combining formal, informal, and non-formal
approaches.

17) Communication media and technology in non-formal
educational settings must make full use of existing, indigenous
institutions and agencies, integrating with them appropriately, if
they are to perform their proper function.

18) Experiences to date indicate that the most effective use of
media and technology has been in situations where they have been
combined with other activities and media in a diversified approach.
As examples, we have the Open University of Great Britain and the
"commune" approach of the-People's Republic of China.

19) Different non-formal programs call for quite different types
and combinations of media, chosen because of differences in the'
audiences to be served, learning objectives, and most important, the
conditions under which they operate.

Tice Role of the ,Target Audience

20) Group listening to broadcast media followed by group dis-
cussion is more influential in changing attitudes, beliefs and
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behavioral intentions toward adopting an innovation than is group
listening wilmait discussion. Thus, the most potent element in the
radio forum ,s group discussion and public commitment to action
after the discussion. The Same holds true for other low-cost
technology. such as audio cassettes or gaming techniques.

21) Noo-iormal education programs. whether or not they use
media and technology. must be closely tied to "grass-roots" level
participation. and not be conceived and implemented only by the
highest levels of the educational system or by outside foreign agen-
cies.

221 Though country leaders and donor agencies must frequently
be involved in the development of learning opportunities, non-
formal education programs intended to be local in character and
purpose must involve the people they are intended to serve from the
very beginning of a protect. This local involvement must begin at
the discussion-pl-inning stage and continue through the stages of
implementation. evaluation and eventual Modification.

23) Media and technology have developed to such a point that
individuals iclatively untrained in their use can easily, effectively
and with few mechanical complications produce their own. mes-
sages and programming materials: Since villagers making their own
programs is probably one of the most powerful forms of program-
ming for rural development, the technology. media and resources.
therefore. should be placed in their hands whenever possible.

These "influencing factors" have been presented mainly as a point
of reference and practical guide for those individuals considering
the use of communication media and technology for nonformal
education. Any evidence .

either lending support to these con-
clusions. refuting them, or restating and clarifying any sections of
this paper would be useful to the writer and to the Information
Center on Instructional Technology.
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